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A four-stage unidirectional ring free-space optical interconnect system was designed, analyzed, imple-
mented, and characterized. The optical system was used within a complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor–self-electro-optic-effect-device-based optical backplane demonstrator that was designed
to fit into a standard VME chassis. This optical interconnect was a hybrid microlens–macrolens system,
in which the microlens relays were arranged in a maximum lens-to-waist configuration to route the
optical beams from the optical power supply to the transceiver arrays, while the macrolens optical relays
were arranged in a telecentric configuration to route optical signal beams from stage to stage. The
following aspects of the optical system design are discussed: the optical parameters for the hybrid
optical system, the image mapping of the two-dimensional array of optical beams from stage to stage, the
alignment tolerance of the hybrid relay system, and the power budget of the overall optical interconnect.
The implementation of the optical system, including the characterization of optical components, sub-
system prealignment, and final system assembly, is presented. The two-dimensional array of beams for
the stage-to-stage interconnect was adjusted with a rotational error of ,0.05° and a lateral offset error
of ,3.5 mm. The measured throughput is in good agreement with the lower-bound predictions obtained
in the theoretical results, with an optical power throughput of 220.2 dB from the fiber input of the optical
power supply to the modulator array and 225.5 dB from the fiber input to the detector plane. © 1998
Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Free-space optical interconnects offer several potential
advantages for implementing highly parallel networks
with large data bandwidths.1 These advantages in-
clude high bandwidth, low skew and cross talk, small
volume, high connection density, and lower power con-
sumption. Thus optically interconnecting electronic
components may overcome the present limitations of
electronic interconnects in a simple and cost-effective
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manner. Several optical systems have been demon-
strated.2–10 However, most of the previous systems
were built-in stand-alone custom environments such
as custom-machined slot-based baseplates or a custom
chassis. To design a free-space optical interconnect
system that can be integrated into current electronic
systems, the optical system designers, along with the
optical packaging designers, must respect the spatial
constraints imposed by electronics. Other require-
ments such as scalability, complexity, efficiency, and
alignability also have to be considered.

Intelligent optical backplanes that merge comple-
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process-
ing with free-space optical interconnects between
printed circuit boards (PCB’s) were proposed in Ref.
11. These systems differ from previous optical back-
planes in that they support intelligence directly in
the optoelectronic interconnect. This intelligence
allows for optical packet-address recognition, packet
filtering and extraction, and other forms of optical
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data processing. The intelligence coupled with the
high optical bandwidths yields capabilities that were
not possible with previous optical systems. The ar-
chitectural design and the capabilities of intelligent
optical backplanes are described in Ref. 11. Chal-
lenges involved with filtering large amounts of optical
data clocked at high rates are described in Ref. 12.
Performance analyses for one-dimensional intelligent
optical backplanes in an industry-standard rack and
for higher-dimensional optical systems that could be
used to interconnect electronic PCB’s in an industry-
standard cabinet can be found in Ref. 13.

Given an optical design problem, a unique type of
optical interconnect is generally best suited.14 An
optical interconnect system based on macrolenses
~conventional lenses! has the advantages of simplic-
ity, ease of alignment, and ease of assembly. How-
ever, the optical system tends to be bulky, and the
required performance of the lenses tends to be high.
In contrast, an optical system based on microlens
arrays is compact and scalable. Such a system is
suitable for interconnecting large arrays of electronic
devices over short distances. The main disadvan-
tage of microlens systems is their poor alignment
tolerances. A hybrid optical system that uses micro-
lenses and macrolenses combines the advantages of
both types of interconnects. It also provides more
freedom for choosing optical parameters ~such as var-
ious combinations of focal lengths! when an optical
system is being designed. Therefore a hybrid sys-
tem has greater flexibility but is usually more com-
plex since more optical components are involved.

This paper describes the design, implementation,
and characterization of the optical system for a
CMOS–self-electro-optic-device-based (CMOS–SEED-
based) four-stage unidirectional ring free-space optical
backplane demonstrator.11,15 This optical system is a
hybrid microlens–macrolens type of interconnect.
Microlens arrays were used to route optical beams
within a stage, while macrolenses were used to relay
optical beams between stages. The advantages of
such an arrangement are that the microlens optical
interconnect relieved the constraints imposed by typ-
ical conventional macro-optic implementations. As
a result, the inherent problems associated with the
limited numerical aperture and small field of view of
simple macrolens relays were no longer significant
factors in the microlens relays.16–21 The optical in-
terconnect is unaffected by the angular dependence of
polarizing beam splitters ~PBS’s!. Thus the micro-
lens relays were simple and compact with low com-
ponent count, minimal latency, and high scalability.
At the same time, the macrolens relay between stages
allowed the separation of the PCB’s to be close to the
conventional VME standard pitch ~25–30 mm!. The
macrolens optical relay also provided space for the
illumination and imaging system, which was essen-
tial for optical system assembly.

This paper provides a description of the design,
implementation, and characterization of the optical
interconnect used in this backplane demonstrator.
In Section 2 an overview of the demonstration system
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is presented. In Section 3 the following are dis-
cussed: the optical system design, which includes
the alignment tolerances of the optical interconnect,
and the image mapping associated with the two-
dimensional ~2-D! beam array in the stage-to-stage
optical interconnect. Section 4 describes the char-
acterization of the optical components used in the
demonstrator, including the diffractive microlens ar-
rays and the PBS and quarter-wave plate ~QWP! as-
sembly ~PBS1QWP assembly!. Section 5 describes
the prealignment and assembly of subsystems. Sec-
tion 6 discusses the problems involved in the optical
system assembly. Section 7 presents the experi-
mental performance of the optical system and com-
pares those measured results with predicted
performance. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper
with comments on system performance.

2. Optical Backplane System Overview

The optical backplane was designed to fit into a stan-
dard 19-in. ~48.26-cm! 6U VME backplane chassis,
and it occupied the rear portion of the chassis, as
shown in Fig. 1. The CMOS–SEED optoelectronic
devices were surface mounted directly onto four
custom-designed printed circuit daughterboards22

~DB’s! that were connected to the four PCB’s at the
front portion of the chassis by means of four high-
speed electronic ribbon cables ~3 in. long!. This ap-
proach allowed for mechanically decoupling the
optical system from the electronic design, while still
preserving the bandwidth between the PCB’s and the
photonic backplane.9 Thus an end user of the VME
backplane would see the same functionality as an
electronic backplane, but with a higher intercon-
nection bandwidth. It is also interesting to note
the three-dimensional nature of the system. As
shown in Fig. 1, the outer barrels are mounted or-

Fig. 1. Optical backplane system in a 6U VME chassis.



Fig. 2. Schematic of the unfolded overall optical system.
thogonally with respect to the baseplate. This
three-dimensional arrangement was required to fit
the system in the chassis.15 A schematic of the un-
folded optical layout of the system is shown in Fig. 2.
A hybrid microlens–macrolens optical system was
chosen since it provided a simple and efficient way to
route the optical signal beams and was also flexible
enough for adjusting the stage-to-stage separation to
the required value. This optical system can be di-
vided into two subsystems: the optical power supply
~OPS! that provided a set of 4 3 8 arrays of beams
and the optical relay system. In the optical relay
system the microlens relays routed the arrays of op-
tical beams generated from the OPS to the trans-
ceiver arrays; the macrolens relay system relayed the

Fig. 3. Frame grab of the spot array at the PAP.
optical beams from stage to stage. Four turning
mirrors were used to close the loop of the unidirec-
tional optical ring.

The CMOS–SEED transceiver array was arranged
in an 8 3 8 grid, with a 4 3 8 array of modulators and
a 4 3 8 array of detectors horizontally offset by 125
mm. The pitch of the transceiver array was 125 mm
in both the horizontal and the vertical directions.
The optical aperture ~window! of each modulator and
detector was 20 mm 3 20 mm.

A. Optical Power Supply

The role of the OPS is to generate a 4 3 8 array ~plus
eight alignment beams! of cw beams at the power ar-
ray plane ~PAP!. This plane corresponds to the loca-

Fig. 4. Stage-to-stage optical relay system.
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Fig. 5. ~a! PMMA. ~b! MA. The pixelated mirrors and the microlenses used in the hybrid optical interconnect are shown in the boxed
areas.
tion where the minimum spot sizes of the beams
occurred. Figure 3 shows a frame-grabbed image of a
spot array at a PAP. The input of the OPS was pro-
vided from a single-mode polarization-maintaining fi-
ber. The detailed design and characterization of the
OPS can be found in Ref. 23 and thus is not covered in
detail here.

B. Optical Relay System

The hybrid optical relay system was designed as fol-
lows. Symmetric microlens relays ~in a maximum
lens-to-waist configuration! were used to relay the
optical beams from OPS modules to the modulator
arrays and to route the modulated signal beams from
previous stages to the detector arrays. The macro-
lens relays ~in a telecentric configuration! were used
to relay optical signal beams from stage to stage.
The details of a stage-to-stage optical interconnect
system is shown in Fig. 4. At stagei, the circularly
polarized array of beams generated by the OPS was
first collimated ~i.e., the beam was minimum diver-
gent! by the microlens array ~MA! of the pixelated
mirrors–microlens array ~PMMA!. The light passed
through the first QWP ~QWP1! and became p polar-
ized. After passing through the PBS and the second
QWP ~QWP2!, the array of beams was focused by the
second MA ~i.e., a beam waist was formed! onto the
apertures of the modulator array. The PMMA is a
combination of a microlens array and pixelated mir-
rors. Pictures of the PMMA and the MA are shown
in Fig. 5.

The reflected signal beams from the modulator ar-
ray were recollimated by the MA and changed to
s-polarized beams after their second pass through
QWP2. The s-polarized beams were then reflected
off the PBS and relayed to the next stage by the
2898 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 37, No. 14 y 10 May 1998
macrolens relay system. The macrolens relay was
arranged in a telecentric configuration to maximize
the alignment tolerances.

At stagei11, the s-polarized beams coming from
stagei were reflected by the PBS onto the pixelated
mirrors of the PMMA. The distance between the
second macrolens and the PBS of stagei11 was se-
lected such that the reflected beams from the PBS
followed an optical path similar to that from the PAP
to the modulator array at stagei. However, because
of the image-rotation effect of the telecentric relay of
the macrolens relay ~see Subsection 3.B!, the relayed
beams were laterally shifted 125 mm away from the
OPS beams and were thus focused onto the apertures
of the detector array. It should be noted that the
selected location of the pixelated mirrors was such
that the optical signal beams reflecting from those
mirrors were still converging. This allowed the in-
tegration of the pixelated mirrors and the micro-
lenses onto a single component, the PMMA. In this
way, the number of custom components was reduced
and the overall system simplified. Moreover,
QWP1, PBS, and QWP2 were glued together as one
component, which was collectively called the
PBS1QWP assembly. This PBS1QWP assembly
reduced the reflectivity, simplified the alignment dur-
ing system assembly, and reduced the optomechanics
to a single mount.

The scalability of the optical system is addressed.
The number of optical channels is limited by the spa-
tial constraint of the microlens relay ~as shown in
Subsection 2.A! and the field of view of the macrolens
relay. However, the number of stages is not limited
by the optics. More optical stages can be added
within the four turning mirrors. Therefore the op-
tical system is scalable to multiple stages.



Fig. 6. Schematic of the microlens relay.
C. Optomechanical System

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the optical components were
housed in various optomechanical supports. A de-
tailed discussion of the design and the characteriza-
tion of optomechanical systems can be found in Ref.
24.

For simplicity, we use PMMA i to refer to the
PMMA and the peripheral alignment features at
stagei. The same nomenclature is used with all
other components.

3. Optical System Design

A. Optical Relay System Design

Optical system design for which a MA is used has
been studied for various configurations of microlens-
es.19,25,26 The main design criterion of the optical
interconnect system was to maximize the encircled
optical power falling onto the apertures of the trans-
ceivers. The microlens relay has to route optical
beams with high power throughput. The separation
between the MA also has to be sufficiently large that
the beam-steering and the combination elements
~PBS1QWP assemblies! can be housed.

Assuming that the optical beams are Gaussian, for
a symmetric microlens relay, as shown in Fig. 6, the
optical path length ~OPL! between the MA’s L can be
found in Ref. 27. Let us assume that the aperture of
a transceiver is d 3 d, the pitch of the transceiver
array is p, the aperture of a square microlens is a 3
a, and the focal length of the microlens is f. Because
the layout of the CMOS–SEED’s on the optoelec-
tronic chip was such that the pitch of the transceiver
array was relatively large ~p 5 125 mm!, we chose one
microlens to support only one transceiver, as opposed
to the window-clustering scheme used previously in
Ref. 26. Therefore we have a 5 p.

To meet the weak clipping condition ~i.e., less than
1% optical power is clipped! by the finite apertures of
the optical components19,28,29 we must have

3v0 # d, (1)

where v0 is the Gaussian beam waist ~1ye2 radius!.
Similarly, to ensure only weak clipping of the beam
as it propagates through the microlens interconnect,
we must also restrict the beam radius vL at the mi-
crolens facets:

3vL # a. (2)

Here vL can be related to v0 according to standard
Gaussian beam-propagation theory:

vL 5 v0F1 1 Sz
zr
D2G1y2

, (3)

where zr 5 pv0
2yl is the Rayleigh range of the

Gaussian beam, l is the optical wavelength ~850 nm!,
and z is the distance separating the MA from the
transceiver array.

For a microlens relay with a maximum lens-to-
waist configuration ~i.e., z 5 f 1 zr!, the OPL between
the microlenses is L 5 2f @1 1 fy~2zr!#.27 When v0 5
6.5 mm and f 5 768 mm, L 5 5.313 mm, which is
sufficient for fitting a compact PBS1QWP assembly.
We chose the final separation to be 5.40 mm after
considering the weak clipping of the Gaussian beam
and optimizing the microlens layout to balance the
alignment tolerance. A detailed description of these
adjustments is presented in Subsection 3.C.

The PMMA and the MA that are shown in Fig. 5
were custom made. The center portion of the
PMMA and the MA contains the microlenses and the
pixelated mirrors used in the microlens relays. The
pixelated mirrors were fabricated on the same side of
the fused-silica substrate as the MA to reduce fabri-
cation complexity. We formed the mirrors by first
depositing a thin-film layer of silver @;500 Å ~50 nm!
thick# on the substrate and then covering it with a
gold layer to prevent tarnishing of the silver. The
reflectivity of the pixelated mirrors was estimated to
be 97.6% on the basis of the parameters of the corre-
sponding bulk materials. The dimensions of the pix-
elated mirror were 123 mm 3 1000 mm. The gap
between the edge of the pixelated mirror and the
column of microlenses was 1 mm. The microlenses
were eight-phase-level diffractive lenses. The aper-
tures of the microlenses were 125 mm 3 125 mm.
The focal length of the diffractive lenses was designed
to be 768 mm at the 850-nm wavelength. Thus the
f-number of the square microlenses was 6.1 ~for the
largest inscribed circle of the aperture! and 4.3 ~for
the smallest circumscribed circle of the aperture!.
The peripheral features on the PMMA and the MA
10 May 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 14 y APPLIED OPTICS 2899



were used either for prealignment of the microlens
relay or for monitoring the long-term stability of the
optical interconnect system. Of these features, the
two sets of three interferometrical alignment lenses
were used to prealign the PMMA to the MA with high
alignment accuracy.30 The prealignment results are
presented in Subsection 5.B.

The PBS1QWP assembly was custom made and
consisted of a 5-mm PBS cube ~SF7 glass! with zero-
order QWP’s. The QWP polymer films were at-
tached directly to the input and the output surfaces of
the PBS and then were covered with two 0.82-mm-
thick optical windows ~Corning, 7905 glass!. The
orientation of the slow axis of the QWP’s with respect
to the PBS was 45° 6 1°. The overall length of the
PBS1QWP assembly was 6.64 mm. All four en-
trance and exit surfaces of the assembly were anti-
reflection ~AR! coated for maximum transmission at
the 850-nm wavelength.

The requirement for the macrolens relay was that
it should have enough field of view to relay the optical
beams out of the PBS1QWP assembly to the next
stage with minimum aberration. A telecentric relay
system was used for maximum alignment tolerance.
Ray-trace simulation showed that the use of a pair of
achromatic doublets with a focal length of 30 mm
would provide a sufficient field of view to relay the
optical beams coming out of the PBS1QWP assem-
bly. Shortening the focal lengths of the relay mac-
rolenses would reduce the overall system size but
would require more complex macrolenses. Also, the
physical dimensions of the DB’s imposed a minimum
focal length of f 5 30 mm for the macrolenses. With
the f 5 30 mm doublets, the separation between
stages was 120 mm. However, because of cost con-
siderations f 5 35 mm doublets were chosen for our
system, which resulted in a stage-to-stage separation
of 140 mm. Ray-tracing the macrolens relay system
by OSLO SIX ~OSLO stands for Optics Software for
Layout and Optimization31! showed that the system
had a diffraction-limited performance with a field of
view of 2.2 mm ~field angle of 1.14°!. Since the uni-
directional ring contained four DB’s with each DB
connected to a PCB in the front portion of the VME
chassis, the PCB-to-PCB separation was approxi-
mately 140y2 5 70 mm.

The macrolens relay system also contained two sets
of adjustment elements, a pair of tilt plates, and Ris-
ley beam steerers, as shown in Fig. 4. The pair of tilt
plates was used to adjust the lateral positions of the
optical beams on the pixelated mirrors of PMMA i11,
while the angular directions of the beams impinging
on the pixelated mirror were not affected. The Ris-
ley beam steerers were used to control the angle of
incidence of the optical beams with respect to the
pixelated mirrors on PMMA i11 so that the reflected
beams from the pixelated mirrors could be directed
normal to the microlenses on MA i11.

The pair of tilt plates consisted of two 1.5-mm-thick
glasses ~SF10! mounted at a fixed angle of 10° to the
optical axis of the macrolens system. When the tilt
plates were rotated with one another, the tilt angle of
2900 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 37, No. 14 y 10 May 1998
the pair could be adjusted continuously; therefore the
optical beams could be controlled laterally. This ap-
proach was well suited to the optomechanical system
design that used barrel housing in a slot-rod base-
plate.24 The drawback of this approach was that the
movement of the optical beams at the surfaces of the
pixelated mirrors was not orthogonal. The maxi-
mum adjustable lateral offset of the optical beams on
the pixelated mirrors was 219 mm. Ray-trace sim-
ulation showed that, when the tilt angle was smaller
than 10°, the introduced astigmatism was negligible.
The Risley beam steerers consisted of a pair of 2-mm-
thick wedges ~SF10! with identical wedge angles of
1°. The maximum deviation angle was approxi-
mately 1.4°, which corresponded to a lateral displace-
ment of 435 mm at the surface of the pixelated
mirrors of PMMA i11 and consequently approxi-
mately 700 mm at the surface of MA i11.

With the beam-steering capability provided by the
pair of tilt plates and Risley beam steerers, the opti-
cal beams could be adjusted accurately with respect
to the pixelated mirrors of PMMA i11 and conse-
quently focused at the detector array by the micro-
lenses of MA i11. More details regarding the
adjustment of the pair of tilt plates and the Risley
beam steerers for implementing the stage-to-stage
optical interconnect are given in Section 6.

B. Image Mapping

Understanding the image mapping between stages is
important since it affects the physical layout of the
smart-pixel transceivers. A general discussion of
image mapping by use of a matrix representation was
presented previously in Ref. 26. As in the reference,
we choose the coordinate system such that the z axis
always points in the same direction as that on which
the beams are propagating ~therefore the direction
changes as the beams are deviated!, and the x, y, and
z axes form a right-hand Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. The y axis is chosen to be parallel to the re-
flection surface of the beam splitter in the optical
relay system. In addition, Wn@i, j# is used to repre-
sent the optical aperture of the transceiver ~i, j! at
stagen.

For the stage-to-stage interconnects without the
two turning mirrors, the optical beams transmitted
from the modulator array to the detector array will
encounter three reflections ~two reflections from the
two PBS reflection surfaces and one reflection from
the pixelated mirrors!, one telecentric relay system
~the macrolens relay!, and one transformation of the
coordinate system ~when the beams start from the
modulator array!. Therefore image mapping can be
expressed as Wn@i, j#3 Wn11@N 2 i 1 1, N 2 j 1 1#.

For the stage-to-stage interconnects involving the
two turning mirrors, imaging mapping becomes more
complicated. The two turning mirrors introduce ad-
ditional 190° and 290° rotations with respect to the
direction of the optical beam propagation ~z axis!.
The effects of these two coordinate transformations
are not canceled. As a result, an additional imaging
permutation of Wn@i, j# 3 Wn11@N 2 i 1 1, N 2 j 1



Fig. 7. Schematic of the CMOS–SEED chips on the DB’s in the unidirectional ring.
1# is added to the normal imaging mapping. There-
fore stage-to-stage imaging mapping can be ex-
pressed as Wn@i, j# 3 Wn11@i, j#.

If we choose stage1 as the starting point, the optical
beams from the modulator ~i, j! at stage1 will end up
on the detector ~N 2 i 1 1, N 2 i 1 1! at stage2. The
optical beams from the modulator ~N 2 i 1 1, N 2 i 1
1! will end up at the detector ~N 2 i 1 1, N 2 i 1 1!
on stage3. These relations can be expressed as

Figure 7 shows the image mapping for the four
CMOS–SEED chips on the DB’s. An optical signal
from a modulator will end up on a detector on the
next stage according to expression ~4!. Such an ar-
rangement ensured that the four CMOS–SEED chips
on the four DB’s had the same orientation.

C. Alignment Tolerances

The alignment tolerance is an important factor when
one is designing and comparing various optical sys-
tems. It drives the design of the optomechanical
system and sets the machining tolerances of the me-
chanical components. For this analysis the align-
ment tolerance of each optical component in a degree
of freedom was defined as the maximum allowable
offset in that degree of freedom from its nominal po-
sition that resulted in a certain percentage power
drop ~e.g., ;5%! from the maximum power through-
put. This percentage is chosen on the basis of the
balance among the maximum allowable optical power
from the laser source, the minimum optical power
required by the receivers, and the achievable machin-
ing accuracy of the optomechanics. A large percent
drop will allow for large alignment tolerances but will
result in a large power loss. The analysis for align-
ment tolerance of an optical system has been studied

W4@i, j#4W3@N 2 i 1 1, N 2 j 1 1#

W1@i, j#3W2@N 2 i 1 1, N 2 j 1 1#
. (4)

‹

Š

previously for several specified system configura-
tions.19,25,32

For the hybrid optical system used in the back-
plane demonstrator, the microlens relay was the part
of the interconnect with the most stringent alignment
tolerances. This is due mainly to the highly conju-
gate nature of the maximum lens-to-waist configura-
tion of the microlens relay.33

This section is organized as follows. The analy-
sis results33 are briefly summarized and applied to
the microlens relay in the hybrid optical system.
Then the clipping effect of the Gaussian beams
propagating through the finite apertures of the mi-
crolenses is discussed. Finally, the alignment tol-
erance of the overall system is presented.

1. Alignment Tolerances of the Microlens Relay
For a symmetric microlens interconnect that relays
optical beams from laser sources to the receiver ar-
ray, the alignment tolerances have been studied for
various offsets of the system parameters.33 It is as-
sumed that Gaussian beam-propagation theory is
valid when the offsets of the optical elements in the
microlens interconnect are small. The effects of off-
axis Gaussian beam propagation34 have been taken
into account in the analysis. It can be shown that
the microlens relay with a maximum lens-to-waist
configuration is sensitive to the misalignment of the
laser source when the ratio of the zryf is small, where
zr is the Rayleigh range of the Gaussian beam and f
is the focal length of the microlenses. Refer to Fig. 6:
If the laser source is laterally offset d0 from the opti-
cal axis, the lateral displacement of the Gaussian
beam at the second microlens would be

d2 5 ~1 1 fyzr!d0. (5)

For the microlens relay the beams at a PAP have
the least tolerance for misalignment since the offsets
are magnified throughout the microlens relay sys-
tem. As a result, the power throughput is sensitive
to misalignments of the beams at the PAP. How-
ever, it should be noted that an offset of the optoelec-
10 May 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 14 y APPLIED OPTICS 2901



Fig. 8. Clipping effects for the symmetry of the alignment tolerance. To maintain the symmetric distribution of the alignment tolerance,
it was necessary to pull the PAP away from the microlens on the PMMA, and the separation between the microlenses was increased.
tronic chip in the hybrid optical system can be
considered as a source offset for the microlens relay at
the next stage. Similar arguments should apply to
the pixelated mirrors on the PMMA where the signal
beams from the previous stage were reflected.
Therefore the overall optical power throughput is
sensitive to the misalignment of the transceiver array
and the PMMA.

2. Weak Clipping Effects
When a Gaussian beam propagates through an aper-
ture of finite dimension, the beam is clipped. If the
clipping is weak, the clipped beam can be approxi-
mated as another unclipped Gaussian beam with an
effective beam waist of v0eff

19,28:

v0eff 5 v0F1 2 exp~2k2!cosSk2 z
zr
DG , (6)

where z is the distance between the beam waist v0
and the aperture, k 5 ay2vL is the clipping ratio, vL
is the beam radius on the aperture, and a is the
diameter of the circular aperture. In our analysis
we assume that this approximation is still valid for a
square aperture of dimensions a 3 a. Therefore the
alignment tolerance can still be obtained.

However, after the diffractive effects resulting from
the weak clipping of the Gaussian beam propagation
are taken into account, the longitudinal alignment
tolerances for the microlens relay system would
not be symmetric around their nominal positions
~for example, an element may have a longitudinal
alignment tolerance of 110 mmy250 mm!. Such
asymmetric distributions of the alignment tolerances
tend to increase the difficulty of specifying tolerances
for the optomechanical system. For obtaining the
symmetric distribution of the alignment tolerance
while the optical beam waists on the MA and the
PMMA microlenses are kept the same, the location of
the PAP must be pulled away from the PMMA mic-
rolens and the separation between the PMMA and
the MA must be increased, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
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3. Alignment Tolerance of an Overall Optical
Interconnect
Analysis of the alignment tolerance for the hybrid
relay optical system was carried out in the same way
as for the microlens relay system. A MATLAB pro-
gram was written to calculate the decrease in optical
power throughput from the PAP to the modulator
array and then to the detector array at the next stage
when each optical element was misaligned, one at a
time. The weak clipping effects of the Gaussian
beam as it passed through each microlens were also
taken into account. The reflected beams from the
apertures of the modulator array were assumed still
to be Gaussian. Clipping effects were neglected for
the beams passing through the large macrolenses.
For simplicity, the effect of the combined misalign-
ments was not included, i.e., when an optical element
was misaligned in one degree of freedom, all other
elements were in their nominal positions. It was
also assumed that the misalignments of different de-
grees of freedom were uncorrelated. Therefore the
total power loss caused by the misalignments is the
sum of the power losses introduced by all elements.
Although not exactly true in practice, such a calcula-
tion would provide an estimate of the power loss that
is due to the misalignment.

Table 1 shows the alignment tolerance for the hy-
brid optical relay system. The calculation was based
on a 5% power drop for some sensitive elements ~i.e.,
the optical spot size, the lateral offset of the optical
beams at the PAP, and the lateral offset of the trans-
ceiver array! and a 2% power drop for all other ele-
ments. A 2% power drop for those sensitive
elements would result in alignment tolerances that
could not be achieved optomechanically. If the ma-
chining and assembling tolerances are kept below the
set of tolerances listed in Table 1, an estimate of the
worst-case misalignment losses can be calculated.
With the above assumptions, the optical power loss
that is due to worst-case misalignment was estimated
to be 29.3% for the optical beams from a PAP to the
corresponding modulator array and 40.4% for the op-
tical beams from the PAP to the detector array at the
next stage. In addition, the optical power loss that



Table 1. Alignment Tolerances of Stage-to-Stage Optical Interconnects

Optical Components Offsets
Nominal
Values

Alignment
Tolerance

Optical beams at the PAP Optical spot size 6.47 mm 60.25 mm
Separation to PMMA 922 mm 620 mm
Lateral offset — 64 mm
Tilt misalignment — 60.5°
Rotational misalignment — 60.2°

PMMA Focal lengths of microlenses 768 mm —
(500 6 30)-mm substrate of fused silica Separation to PBS1QWP assembly 164 mm 6150 mm
Eight-phase-level diffractive lenses Lateral offset — 620 mm
123-mm-width pixelated mirrors Tilt misalignment — 60.2°

PBS1QWP assembly Lateral offset — 6100 mm
5.0-mm PBS cube Longitudinal offset — 6100 mm
Zero-order QWP’s with 0.82-mm cover Tilt misalignment — 60.5°
Corning 7059 glass Separation to MA 164 mm 6150 mm

MA Focal lengths of microlenses 766 mm —
(500 6 30)-mm substrate of fused silica Separation to transceiver plane 866 mm 615 mm
Eight-phase-level diffractive lenses Lateral offset — 615 mm

Tilt misalignment — 60.5°

Transceiver array Lateral offset — 61.5 mm
CMOS–SEED devices Tilt misalignment — 60.5°

Macrolenses Focal lengths 35 mm —
Achromatic doublets Focal-length mismatch — ,1%

Positions to PBS1QWP assemblies
Macrolens 1 30.78 mm 6300 mm
Macrolens 2 24.79 mm 6300 mm

Separation between lenses 66.00 mm 6500 mm
Lateral offset — 6100 mm
Tilt misalignment — 61°
is due to clipping by the finite dimensions of the
microlenses and the pixelated mirrors was estimated
to be 1.3% for the optical beams from the PAP to the
modulator array plane and 3.0% to the detector array
plane.

D. Power Budget

The power budget of the optical relay system is given
in the Table 2. The theoretical power loss ~in the
second column of Table 2! includes the theoretical
efficiency of each optical component, the overall cal-
culated misalignment and polarization losses, and
the diffraction loss resulting from the finite dimen-
sion of the optical components. For the PMMA and
the MA microlenses a theoretical optical efficiency of
94.5% corresponding to an eight-phase diffractive
lens was used.35 As the AR coating was deposited on
only the nonetched side of the substrate, the total
power efficiency of the MA was estimated to be 91.2%.
The reflectivity of the pixelated mirrors was esti-
mated to be 96.8%. This value also took into account
the two reflections for the optical beams entering into
and leaving the fused-silica substrate of the PMMA.

In addition, the polarization loss was also esti-
mated. The variation of retardance of the QWP’s
~6ly350!, the variation of the incident wavelength
~61 nm!, the position accuracy of the QWP’s in the
optical system ~61°!, and the polarization extinction
ratio of the input fiber ~the ratio of uvyu2 to uvxu2 be-
tween 80:1 and 100:1! were taken into account. The
maximum polarization power losses between the fi-
ber input and the modulator plane were approxi-
mately 2%, and the maximum polarization power
losses from the fiber input to the detector plane were
approximately 8%.

To measure the optical power budget experimen-
tally without being concerned with the performance
of the CMOS–SEED devices, we introduced a custom
amplitude mask at the modulator array plane in-
stead of a CMOS–SEED chip. This amplitude mask
consisted of an array of reflective mirrors ~chromium
films! that had the same pattern and dimensions ~20
mm 3 20 mm! as the apertures of the modulator ar-
ray. The reflectivity of the chromium mirrors was
estimated to be 65.0%.

The analysis shows that the power throughput
from the fiber input to the corresponding transmitter
array plane had an upper bound of 218.7 dB ~1.35%!
~when all the optical elements were in their nominal
positions! and a lower bound of 220.2 dB ~0.95%!
~when all the optical elements were misaligned by an
amount equal to their calculated alignment toler-
ance!. The power through from the fiber input to the
detector array plane at the next stage had an upper
bound of 222.3 dB ~0.6%! and a lower bound of 224.5
dB ~0.35%!. These values included the power-
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Table 2. Optical Power Budget for Stage-to-Stage Interconnect

Components
Estimated Component

Throughputa~%!
Measured Component

Throughput ~%!

Fiber input at stagei 100 100
All beams at PAPi 73.0 68
One beam at PAPi ~due to fan-out loss! 1.83 1.7
Microlens at PMMA i 91.2 89
PBS 1 QWP ~T! at stagei 95.5 95
Microlens at MA i 87.5 89
Diffraction effect up to transmitter plane ~clipping

loss, 1.3%!
98.7

Polarization effect up to transmitter plane ~worst-
case polarization loss, 2.0%!

98.0

Misalignment effect ~worst-case power loss, 29.3%! 70.7
Subtotal power TP ~worst case! at transmitter

plane at stagei

Upper bound 1.35 ~218.7 dB! 1.2 ~219.1 dB!
Lower bound 0.95 ~220.2 dB! 0.9 ~220.6 dB!

Amplitude maskb 65.0 65
MA i 91.2 89
PBS 1 QWP ~R! at stagei 98.5 96
Tilt plate pair 99.02 98.62 5 97
First macrolens 99.6 97
Turning mirrors 99.02 ~98!
Second macrolens 99.6 97
Risley beam steers 99.02 98.62 5 97
PBS 1 QWP ~R! at stagei11 98.5 95
Mirror at PMMA i11 97.8 98
PBS 1 QWP ~T! at stagei11 95.5 95
Microlens at PMMA i11 91.2 89
Diffraction effect from transmitter plane to Rx

plane ~clipping loss, 1.3%!
98.7

Polarization effect from transmitter plane to Rx
plane ~worst-case polarization loss, 6.1%!

93.9

Misalignment effect from transmitter plane to re-
ceiver plane ~worst-case power loss, 15.7%!

84.3

Total power TP at receiver plane at stagei11

Upper bound 0.59 ~222.3 dB! 0.41 ~223.8 dB!
Lower bound 0.35 ~224.5 dB! 0.25 ~226.1 dB!

aThe estimated component throughput was obtained from component specifications or theoretical calculations when required.
bIf the amplitude mask were replaced by the CMOS–SEED chip with the reflectivities of the modulator array to be 30% for the transmission

state and 15% for the absorption state, the theoretical upper bounds and lower bounds of the optical power throughput at the detector array
plane would be as follows: The upper bound would be 0.19% ~227.2 dB! for the transmission state and 0.10% ~230.2 dB! for the absorption
state; the lower bound would be 0.12% ~229.4 dB! for the transmission state and 0.06% ~232.4 dB! for the absorption state.
splitting loss caused by the fan-out grating in the
OPS.

The estimated power budget based on the meas-
ured efficiencies of the components used in the hybrid
optical system is shown in the third column of Table
2. Based on the measured power efficiencies of the
optical components, the overall power throughput
was estimated as follows: For the optical beams
from the fiber input to the modulator array plane, the
upper bound was 219.1 dB ~1.23%! and the lower
bound was 220.6 dB ~0.87%!; for the optical beams to
the detector array plane, the upper bound was 223.8
dB ~0.41%! and the lower bound was 226.1 dB
~0.25%!.

If the amplitude mask were replaced with the
CMOS–SEED chip with the reflectivity of the modu-
lator array to be 30% for the transmission state and
15% for the absorption state, the upper bound and the
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lower bound of the optical power throughput from the
fiber input to the detector array would be calculated
to be 227.2 dB ~0.19%! and 229.4 dB ~0.12%!, respec-
tively, for the transmission stage and 230.2 dB
~0.10%! and 232.4 dB ~0.06%!, respectively, for the
absorption state. These values are used as the ref-
erence values in the experimental comparison.

4. Optical Component Characterization

A. Microlens Array

The focal length and the power efficiency of several
microlenses were measured. The focal length of a
microlens was obtained by the measurement of the
distance between the surface of the microlens and the
position of the focal plane. The inaccuracy of the
measurement was due to the uncertainty in defining
the focal plane, since the depth of the focus was rel-



Fig. 9. Setup used for measuring the relative focal length of a macrolens.
atively large. The measured focal length was f 5
765 6 10 mm at a wavelength of 850 nm.

To measure the power efficiency of a microlens, we
focused a collimated optical beam by using a slow lens
~;fy10! at the front focal position of the microlens.
Since the f-number of the microlens was smaller than
that of the focusing lens, more than 99.9% of the
optical power was collected by the microlens. The
optical beam was then recollimated after the micro-
lens. Therefore, when the incident optical power
and the exit optical power are measured, the effi-
ciency of the microlens can be obtained. This effi-
ciency corresponded to the diffraction efficiency of the
optical power into the first-order diffracted beam.
The measured power efficiency of a microlens was
92% ~with the reflection loss at the surface of the
substrate taken into account, the power efficiency of
a microlens was adjusted to 89%!. This value is
close to the theoretical efficiency of 94.5%.

Some microlenses had particles of dust on their
surfaces. These particles scattered the incident
light and reduced the diffraction efficiency. As a re-
sult, the optical power throughput in these particular
channels was reduced and the optical cross talk be-
tween microlens channels increased. Consequently,
the power uniformity of the optical beams onto the
modulator array and the detector array at the next
stage was reduced.

B. Polarizing Beam Splitter and Quarter-Wave Plate
Assembly

The PBS was specified with a 96.2% transmission for
p-polarized light and less than 0.07% transmission
for s-polarized light at a wavelength of 850 nm. The
transmission efficiency of the PBS1QWP assembly
for a circularly polarized beam was measured to be
better than 95%. The transmission wave-front dis-
tortion was found to be better than ly2 at 633 nm
across 80% of the aperture. Beam deviation for the
transmitted light was less than 5.0 arc min.

C. Macrolens

It is required from the alignment tolerance simula-
tion that the focal lengths of a pair of macrolenses in
a macrolens relay be matched to within 60.5%.
However, most commercial vendors usually specify
the focal lengths to within only 61% accuracy. Be-
cause we were concerned with only the relative focal
lengths of the macrolenses instead of the absolute
values, we used a fan-out grating, as shown in Fig. 9,
to measure the relative focal lengths of the macro-
lenses.

Assuming that the periodicity of the fan-out grat-
ing is P, then the spot separation on the focal plane
will be s 5 lfyP, where l is the wavelength of the
optical beam and f is the focal length of the macrolens
to be tested. Therefore, by measuring the spot sep-
aration, we can obtain the relative focal lengths of the
macrolens ~gauged by the periodity of the fan-out
grating!. The mismatching of the focal lengths for
two macrolenses with measured spot separations of
s1 and s2 can be found from

Udf
f U 5 Uf1 2 f2

f1
U 5 U1 2

s2

s1
U . (7)

The measured spot separation was approximately
345 mm. The measurement error for the spot sepa-
ration was less than 1.5 mm. Therefore the error for
focal-length measurement was less than 60.42%,
which was within the design requirement. This ap-
proach allowed us to select four pairs from 10 mac-
rolenses, with each pair having a focal-length
mismatch within 60.5%.

5. Prealignment of the Optical System

A. Polarizing Beam Splitter and Quarter-Wave Plate

For mounting a PBS1QWP assembly, a collimated
optical beam from a diode laser ~l 5 760 nm! was
apertured into a vertical line shape and was directed
onto the PBS1QWP assembly. The PBS1QWP as-
sembly was adjusted such that the reflected optical
beam was normal to the component and, at the same
time, the orientation of the line was also vertical.
The reflected beam was used since it was twice as
sensitive to the angular misalignment of the
PBS1QWP assembly. These two conditions en-
sured that the PBS1QWP assembly was mounted
with minimum rotational or tilt misalignments.
The PBS1QWP assembly was then glued onto a me-
chanical mount. The aligned PBS1QWP assembly
was less than 0.05° away from the normal reflection
angle, and the orientation of the line shape was less
than 0.1° away from the vertical direction.

B. Microlens Array to Pixelated Mirrors–Microlens Array

The MA and the PMMA were glued onto opposite
sides of the mechanical mount of the PBS1QWP as-
sembly. The MA-to-PMMA prealignment involved
10 May 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 14 y APPLIED OPTICS 2905
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Fig. 10. Setup for the PMMA-to-MA alignment.
two steps. In the first step the PMMA was glued
onto its mechanical mount. The PMMA and the MA
substrates were designed with alignment markers
~chromium lines! that matched two mechanical ref-
erences on the mount. The PMMA was coarsely
positioned to within 6100 mm with respect to the
mechanical axis of the mount. It was noted that the
lateral position error of the PMMA was not critical
since we could correct this error by adjusting the
position of the optical beams at the PAP by using the
Risley beam steerers in the OPS. However, the ro-
tational error of the PMMA to the PBS1QWP assem-
bly in the mount was critical since there was no
built-in mechanism in the optical relay system to
correct for this misalignment error. The effect of
this rotational error is discussed further in Subsec-
tion 6.B.

The second step of the prealignment involved
aligning the MA to the PMMA. The alignment be-
tween these two elements was carried out with an
interferometric alignment technique.30 The basic
principle behind the interferometric technique in-
volves the use of two diffractive microlenses to gen-
erate an interference pattern. The focal length of
the interferometric lens was designed to be exactly
half the distance between the PMMA and the MA.
A normal incidence, coherent optical beam was dif-
fracted by the interferometric lens on the PMMA.
The interferometric lens was designed such that most
of the optical power was evenly divided into the zero-
order ~nondiffracted! beam and the first-order dif-
fracted beam. The first-order diffractive beam was
recollimated by the corresponding interferometric
lens on the MA and interfered with the zero-order
OPTICS y Vol. 37, No. 14 y 10 May 1998
beam. The MA-to-PMMA prealignment was
achieved when the desired fringe pattern was ob-
tained.

The alignment setup is shown in Fig. 10. A
He–Ne laser beam output from a single-mode fiber
was collimated by an achromatic doublet. The col-
limation was monitored by use of a commercial shear
plate interferometer. Risley beam steerers were ad-
justed to ensure that the He–Ne beam was incident
normal to the surface of the PMMA. When the MA
was brought into position, a series of interferometric
fringes was formed. The fringes were imaged onto a
CCD camera for further processing and analysis.
Figure 11 shows the interference fringes observed as
the MA was brought into alignment with the PMMA.
Figure 11~a! illustrates the fringe pattern for the case
in which the two MA’s were rotationally misaligned
in u and misaligned in the x, y, and z directions.
When the second MA was moved closer to its nominal
position, the number of fringes observed was reduced.
Figure 11~b! shows the fringe pattern for the situa-
tion in which the rotational misalignment was cor-
rected and misalignment in the y direction was
dominant. Final alignment was obtained when the
number of fringes was minimized as shown in Fig.
11~c!. The MA was glued onto the mechanical
mount and the MA holder was detached.

The dimensions of the mechanical mount were
slightly larger than those specified; this was mainly
due to the anodization step that followed the machin-
ing of the mount. In addition, the finite thickness of
the glue used to attach the MA and the PMMA to the
mount was of the order of 0.10–0.15 mm. Using the
standard traveling microscope technique, we verified



nd
Fig. 11. Fringe pattern providing information on the alignment of the MA to the PMMA, where ~a! asymmetric fringes show the u a
z misalignments, ~b! one-sided fringes show the lateral misalignment, and ~c! minimum fringes indicate the optimal alignment.
the OPL between the PMMA and the MA to be 5.60 6
0.01 mm. From the final fringe patterns observed
we estimated that the longitudinal offset was less
than 150 mm, the lateral offset was less than 4 mm,
and the tilt and rotational offsets were less than 0.1°.
These misalignment errors all fall within the speci-
fied tolerances, as shown in Table 1. For simplicity,
a mounted PBS1QWP assembly with the aligned
PMMA and MA is hereafter referred to as a microlens
relay module ~MR module!.

6. Optical System Assembly

The first step in system assembly was to align the
four turning mirrors on the baseplate. These mir-
rors defined the optical axis of the unidirectional ring.
Next the four MR modules were inserted and aligned
to the optical axis of the ring. Afterward, the OPS
was aligned to the corresponding MR module. The
macrolens system, the tilt plates, and the Risley
beam steerers were then adjusted. Finally, the DB’s
with CMOS–SEED chips were mounted and clamped
into their correct positions. This section describes
the step-by-step alignment procedure developed for
the optical system assembly.

A. Alignment of the Turning Mirrors

The four turning mirrors, as shown in Fig. 2, were
used to close the loop of the unidirectional ring inter-
connect. Any errors in tilt and rotational misalign-
ments of the mirrors would not only cause a change in
the OPL but would also introduce an image rotation
of the 2-D array of beams from stage2 to stage3 and
from stage4 to stage1. However, a controlled
amount of this image rotation can be introduced by
tilt and rotation of the turning mirrors to compensate
for the image rotation of the 2-D array of beams
caused by other misalignments in the system.

It should also be noted that adjusting the turning
mirrors to correct the rotational error would also
cause a shift of the 2-D array of optical beams from
the nominal position of the detector arrays. This
unwanted displacement can be corrected only by ad-
justment of the tilt-plate pair and the Risley beam
steerers, which have a limited range of adjustments,
as described in Subsection 3.A. Therefore it was re-
quired that the mirrors be aligned as close as possible
to their optimal positions.

A He–Ne laser beam was launched through a pel-
licle and adjusted to travel along the optical axis of
the ring. The optical axis of the unidirectional ring
was defined by the center of a series of alignment
apertures that were placed along the slot of the base-
plate. For convenience, we refer to this axis as the
optical axis of the ring. The turning mirrors were
adjusted one by one such that the reflected beam was
always traveling along the optical axis of the ring.24

B. Alignment of the Microlens Relay Module to the
Optical Axis of the Ring

For accurately aligning the MR module with the op-
tical axis of the ring, a collimated He–Ne beam was
sent along the optical axis from the PMMA side of the
PBS1QWP assembly. The MR module was ad-
justed such that the reflected beam from the
PBS1QWP assembly was directed along the optical
axis of the ring.

However, because the PBS1QWP assembly had
approximately a 5-arc min deviation angle and the
rotational error had occurred during MA-to-PMMA
prealignment ~as mentioned in Subsection 5.B!, the
reflected beam could not be aligned perfectly to the
optical axis of the ring. This beam deviation would
cause a rotational error of the 2-D array of optical
beams from the modulator surface to the detector
array. Correction of the image rotation was neces-
sary to complete the loop of the unidirectional ring.
The technique for correcting this rotational error is
presented in Subsection 7.A.
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C. Optical Power Supply to Microlens Relay Module
Alignment

The alignment required that ~1! the OPS be 922 mm
away from the PMMA of the MR module so that the
focused beams would be located 866 mm away from the
MA, as specified in Table 1; ~2! the optical beams be
centered and travel normal to the PMMA and the MA
microlenses; and ~3! the optical beams have maximum
transmission. This was achieved by trial-and-error
adjustment of the Risley prism at the OPS, the position
of the OPS, and the rotation of the QWP in the OPS.

It was found that the optical beams on the MA were
sensitive to the rotation of the spot array at the PAP.
It can be derived from Eq. ~5! that a small rotational
error of u for the optical beams at the PAP would
result in a relatively large rotational error of ~1 1
fyzr!u for the optical beams on the MA. The rota-
tional error would have a significant effect on a large
array of beams with large pitch. For a 4 3 8 array of
beams with a 125-mm pitch in the microlens relay, a
0.1° rotational error for the spot array at the PAP
would result in an approximately 0.7° rotational er-
ror of the beams on the MA, which corresponds to a
lateral offset of 8.8 mm on the MA. This large offset
of the edge optical beams on the microlenses of the
MA would affect the optical power throughput of the
beams; consequently, nonuniformity of the optical
power to the transceiver array would increase.
Thus the adjustable resolution of the Risley beam
steerers in the OPS should be better than 0.1°.

Figure 12 shows a frame grab of the optical beams
at the MA microlenses. The alignment showed that
the optical beams were within 65 mm of the centers
of the microlenses with a rotational error of less than
0.05°. The results also confirmed that the MA-to-
PMMA prealignment was accurate.

D. Macrolens Relay Alignment

The macrolens relay had to be aligned so that the
beams from stagei would impinge on the centers of

Fig. 12. Optical beams from stagei on the microlenses of MA i.
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the pixelated mirrors of PMMA i11 and then be re-
flected on the microlenses of MA i11. The reflected
beams from the pixelated mirrors should be normal to
the microlenses on MA i11 so that the focused beams
after MA i11 are incident upon the apertures of the
detector array at stagei11. The divergence of the
beams also had to be corrected so that the focused
spots appeared 866 mm away from the surface of
MA i11. Therefore the optical beams from the OPS
at stagei11 and the relayed optical beams from stagei
were focused on the same plane, the device plane of
stagei11.

The reflected optical beams from the modulator
array plane were used to align the microlenses. For
this purpose, a custom amplitude mask ~described in
Subsection 3.D! was used. The amplitude mask was
placed 866 mm away from the surface of the MA
substrate. The position of the amplitude mask was
monitored by a CCD camera on a motorized x–y–z
translational stage. Since the amplitude mask was
partially transparent, it was possible to define the
position of the mask accurately. The use of the am-
plitude mask not only simplified the alignment pro-
cedure but also provided us with a way to
characterize the performance of the optical system
without being concerned with the nonideal perfor-
mance of the optoelectronic devices.

The first step was to adjust the location of the mac-
rolenses until the focused spots were obtained 866 6
16 mm away from the surface of MAi11. Next, the
optical beams were aligned with respect to the pix-
elated mirrors of PMMA i11 and the microlenses of
MAi11 simultaneously. This alignment was achieved
by adjustment of the pair of tilt plates and the Risley
beam steerers.

As was mentioned in Subsection 5.B, rotational
misalignment was a concern. The method used for
correcting the image rotations depended on whether
the stage-to-stage relay included the turning mirrors.
For a stage-to-stage interconnect that did not include
turning mirrors ~stage1 to stage2 and stage3 to
stage4!, this correction was carried out by a slight
rotation of OB2 with respect to OB1 and OB3 with
respect to OB4. It turned out that this method was
satisfactory if the initial image rotation was small.
For the stage-to-stage interconnect that included
turning mirrors ~stage2 to stage3 and stage4 to
stage1!, the image rotation was corrected by adjust-
ment of both turning mirrors in the relay. These
correction methods caused a displacement of the op-
tical beams on the microlenses of MA i11, which could
be compensated for by adjustment of the pair of tilt
plates and the Risley beam steerers. As was pointed
out in Subsection 6.A, the limited range of adjust-
ment of these elements meant that only a small
image-rotation error could be corrected. In both
cases of adjustment, the original rotation error of
approximately 0.2° was corrected.

Figure 13 shows the optical beams from stagei and
stagei11 incident upon the microlenses of MA i11.
The alignment reveals that the optical beams from
stagei were within 65 mm of the centers of the mi-



Fig. 13. Optical beams from stagei and stagei11 incident on the microlenses at MAi11: ~a! Optical beams from PAPi incident on MAi11.
~b! Optical beams from both PAPi and PAPi11 incident on MAi11.
crolenses of MA i11. The rotational error was less
than 0.05°.

E. Optoelectronic Device to Optical System Alignment

After the microlens relay and the macrolens re-
lay were aligned, the DB’s with surface-mounted
CMOS–SEED optoelectronic chips were aligned.
We obtained coarse alignment by luminescing the
CMOS–SEED and monitoring with an imaging sys-
tem. The final position was obtained when the mod-
ulated light was maximum on the receiver array at
the next stage. As the microlens relay and the mac-
rolens relay had been prealigned with the aid of the
amplitude mask, the alignment of the optoelectronic
device to the optical systems turned out to be suc-
cessful.

7. Optical System Characterization

This section describes the performance of the optical
system. For testing the optical performance of the
hybrid interconnect system, the optical power
throughput, the spot uniformity, the spot sizes, and
the positions of the focused spots at various accessible
locations of the optical system were compared.
These locations included the modulator array and the
detector array planes ~866 mm away from the surface
of the MA’s!, as well as the PAP at the output of the
OPS. The characteristics of the optical beams at the
PAP were determined in a separate test rig since it
was impossible to measure the optical beams at the
PAP in the backplane system because of the spatial
constraints. To measure the optical performance at
the detector array plane, we used an amplitude mask,
as described in Subsection 7.D.

Because it is difficult to measure the optical power
of a single beam within the 4 3 8 array of beams
pitched at 125 mm, a 103 microscope objective was
used to increase the separation of the beams and a
500-mm-diameter pinhole was used to allow only the
desired beam to pass through. To eliminate the ef-
fect of source power fluctuations, we used a dual-
channel optical power meter to measure the relative
power of each optical beam with respect to a reference
optical power. The throughput of the microscope ob-
jective was calibrated beforehand with a single beam
of known input and output.

To measure the power uniformity across an array,
we moved the microscope objective and the pinhole
laterally, measuring the optical power of each spot in
the array one by one. However, this method was
time consuming. Alternatively, the power unifor-
mity of the spot arrays could also be obtained with a
high-resolution linear CCD camera and a microscope
objective. The image of a spot array was digitized
~frame grabbed!, and the relative optical power per
spot was obtained by integration of the pixel values
associated with each optical spot. The results ob-
tained with this method were very close to those ob-
tained with the pinhole technique as long as the
background noise was subtracted. The measure-
ment difference was less than 0.5%. This digitizing
method provided a fast way to perform the uniformity
measurement. It also reduced the measurement er-
ror that was due to mode variation in the optical
source, which caused a small fluctuation of the optical
powers between the spots in the array and conse-
quently a small variation of array uniformity with
time. However, for a large array of beams a micro-
scope objective with small magnification had to be
used to capture the whole array of spots. As a re-
sult, each spot contained only a few pixels. There-
fore the measurement accuracy was reduced. In the
system characterization, we used both methods to
perform the power uniformity measurement.

The spot separation and the spot size of a spot
array were also measured with a high-resolution lin-
ear CCD camera and a microscope objective. We
obtained the spot separation by counting the pixel
numbers between the spots. To increase the meas-
urement accuracy, we used a microscope objective
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with high magnification to increase the number of the
pixels between the spots. The pixel scale was cali-
brated with a high-resolution Ronchi ruling. The
center position of each spot was obtained from the
centroid of the pixels belonging to each spot. For
measuring the spot size of each optical beam, a
Gaussian beam profile was curve fitted to the spot
profile obtained from a digitized image of the spot.
The convolution effect of the microscope and the CCD
camera was corrected with the method described in
Ref. 36. The optical beam radius at 1ye2 was used as
the approximate spot size. We confirmed the preci-
sion of this measurement method by comparing it
with the results obtained with a precision scanning-
slit beam profiler. We assessed the optical perfor-
mance of the interconnect by measuring the spot
sizes, the spot positions, the power uniformity, and
the power throughput for the optical interconnect

Fig. 14. Spot arrays at the modulator plane of stage3: ~a! Spot
array. ~b! Spot array with illumination light. The background
shows the multiple images of the PMMA imaged by the MA.
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from stage1 to stage2 ~which had no turning mirror!
and from stage2 to stage3 ~which included two turn-
ing mirrors!.

A. Spot Sizes and Spot Positions

The spot sizes of the optical beams at PAP1 and PAP2
were measured to be 6.8 6 0.2 mm. Figure 3 shows
the spot array generated at PAP1. Variation of the
spot size was measured to be less than 1.0%. The
spot size at the edge of the array was approximately
0.1 mm larger. The vertical pitches between spots
were measured to be 125.2 6 0.1 mm and 125.7 6 0.1
mm for the spot arrays at PAP1 and PAP2, respec-
tively.

As was stated in Subsection 6.C, the focused optical
beams at each stage were within 866 6 16 mm from
the surface of the MA’s. However, the average spot
sizes at the modulator array planes of stage1 and
stage2 were reduced to 6.0 6 0.3 mm and 5.8 6 0.3
mm, respectively. This decrease in the spot size at
the modulator planes was mainly due to the increase
in the spot sizes at the PAP of stage1 and the PAP of
stage2. It should be noted that the increase in the
spot sizes at the PAP’s increased the optical power
loss as a result of more clipping losses of the optical
beams at the MA microlenses. This also means an
increase in the optical cross talk between the optical
channels. Figure 14 shows the optical spots at the
modulator array plane of stage3.

The variation of the spot sizes at the modulator
planes was approximately 2.7%. The spots located
on the edge of the array were approximately 0.15 mm
larger than the spots in the centers of the arrays.
This slight increase in the size of the peripheral spots
is mainly due to the combined rotational misalign-
ment of the optical beams at the PAP’s and the MA-
to-PMMA prealignment. The spot pitches were
measured to be 125.8 6 0.1 mm and 126.2 6 0.1 mm,
respectively, which corresponds to an 0.08% increase
of the spot separation from the PAP’s to the modula-
tor arrays.

For the spot array at the detector planes, the meas-
ured average spot sizes were 6.7 6 0.3 mm. There
was no significant difference in spot sizes between the
stage1-to-stage2 interconnect and the stage3-to-stage4
interconnect. This may be because the reflected sig-
nal beams from the apertures of the modulator arrays
were aberrated Gaussian beams with beam waists
altered by the limited dimensions of the modulators.
Some spots were considerably larger than others; this
was due to dust contamination of the microlenses. If
these spots were discarded, the variation of the spot
sizes was approximately 4.4% on the detector planes.
The edge spots were not only ;0.3 mm larger but also
showed astigmatism. The measured spot pitch was
approximately 126.3 6 0.5 mm, which corresponds to
an ;0.4% increase in the spot separation from the
modulator arrays to the detector arrays.

The positions of the optical beams at the device
plane of stagei were compared with the beams re-
layed from stagei and the beams from the OPS of
stagei11. Both arrays of beams were focused 866 6



Fig. 15. Optical spots from stagei to stagei11, where the bright spots are the focused signal beams and the background is the multiple
images of PMMA i11 imaged by MA i11. ~a! Only spots from stagei were relayed to the receiver plane of stagei11. ~b! Optical beams from
both stagei and stagei11 were incident on the receiver plane of stagei11.
16 mm away from the surface of the MA’s. Figure 15
shows the focused spots from stagei and from stagei11
at the focal plane behind MA i11 ~the device plane of
stagei11!. The rotational error for the beams re-
layed from stagei and the beams from the OPS of the
stagei11 was less than 0.05°. In addition, the posi-
tional accuracy between the beams relayed from
stagei and the beams from the OPS of the stagei11
was examined. The offset of the optical beams re-
layed from stagei was less than 3.8 mm in lateral
directions away from the grid of the detector array at
the stagei11.

B. Optical Power Uniformity

The power uniformity of the spot arrays at the PAP’s
and the device planes was measured. The definition
used for the power uniformity across an array of
beams is

Uniformity 5 1 2
Pmax 2 Pmin

Pmax 1 Pmin
, (8)

where Pmax and Pmin are the maximum and the min-
imum powers of the spots in the array, respectively.

The power uniformity of the spot array at the PAP’s
was measured to be 93%. After these optical beams
had propagated to the modulator array planes, the
uniformity of the optical beams was significantly re-
duced. It was found that the decrease of the power
throughput was due to dust on some microlenses in
the MA’s. The power throughput of these dusty
channels was severely degraded. If these spots were
not taken into account, the power uniformity of the
spot array at the modulator array plane was meas-
ured to be 92%.

For the optical beams at the detector array plane,
the degraded optical beams at the modulator array
planes were further degraded since these optical
beams had passed through the dust-contaminated
microlenses twice. If these optical beams were ig-
nored, the power uniformity was found to be 90% for
clean interconnects. The correction of the rotational
error for the 2-D array of beams, as described in
Subsection 6.D, significantly increased the unifor-
mity of the optical spots at the detector arrays.

C. Optical Power Throughput

Table 3 shows the measured collective and final
power throughputs of the hybrid optical system from
the optical beams at the PAP of stagei to the detector
array plane at stagei11. For an OPS, the main loss
between the fiber input and the spot array at the PAP
was the power-splitting loss of the fan-out phase grat-
ing. The power throughput was measured to be 68%
6 1% ~21.69 dB! for all spots from the fiber input to
the spot array at the PAP, while the power through-
put for a single optical beam was measured to be 1.7%
6 1.0% ~217.8 dB!.

For the microlens relay starting from the PAP of
stagei to the modulator array plane at stagei, the
optical power throughput was measured to be 57%
~22.46 dB!, which compares with the estimated meas-
urement throughput of 75% ~21.24 dB!. The 25%
~21.22-dB! additional power loss, which was within
the maximum misalignment loss of 29%, as described
in Subsection 3.C, included 14% ~20.67 dB! of the
polarization power loss and 12% ~20.55-dB! cross-
talk loss. The polarization loss is defined as the ra-
tio of leaked power ~reflected power from the PBS in
the PBS1QWP assembly! to the power of the optical
beams at the PAP. The loss was due to the nonlin-
ear polarization of the optical beams into the PBS.
The cross-talk loss is defined as the ratio of the total
power of the nonsignal beams ~the difference between
10 May 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 14 y APPLIED OPTICS 2911



Table 3. Optical Power Throughput for Stage-to-Stage Interconnects

Components
Estimated Collective

Throughputa ~%!
Measured Collective

Throughput ~%!

Fiber input at stagei 100 100
All beams at PAPi 68 68
One beam at PAPi ~due to fan-out loss! 1.7 ~217.7 dB! 1.7 ~217.7 dB!
Microlens at PMMA i

PBS1QWP ~T! at stagei 75 ~21.24 dB! 57 ~22.46 dB!
Microlens at MA i

Diffraction effect up to transmitter plane ~clipping loss, 1.3%! 99 ~20.06 dB!
Polarization effect up to transmitter plane ~worst-case polarization loss,

2.0%!
98 ~20.09 dB!

Misalignment effect up to transmitter plane ~worst-case power loss, 29.3%! 71 ~21.51 dB!
Subtotal power TP ~worst case! at transmitter plane at stagei

Upper bound 1.23 ~219.1 dB! 0.96 ~220.2 dB!
Lower bound 0.87 ~220.6 dB! 0.96 ~220.2 dB!

Amplitude maskb

MA i 55 ~22.56 dB! 54 ~22.7 dB!
PBS1QWP ~R! at stagei

Tilt plate pair
94 ~20.27 dB! 91 ~20.42 dB!

First macrolens
Turning mirrors 98 ~20.09 dB! 98 ~20.08 dB!
Second macrolens

94 ~20.27 dB! 94 ~20.28 dB!
Risley beam steers
PBS1QWP ~R! at stagei11

79 ~21.03 dB! 66 ~21.78 dB!
Mirror at PMMA i11

PBS1QWP ~T! at stagei11

Microlens at PMMA i11

Diffraction effect from transmitter plane to receiver plane ~clipping loss,
1.3%!

91 ~20.06 dB!

Polarization effect from transmitter plane to receiver plane ~worst-case of
polarization loss, 6.1%!

94 ~20.27 dB!

Misalignment effect from transmitter plane to receiver plane ~worst-case
power loss, 15.7%!

83 ~20.72 dB!

Total power TP at transmitter plane at stagei11

Upper bound 0.41 ~223.8 dB! 0.29 ~225.5 dB!
Lower bound 0.25 ~226.1 dB! 0.29 ~225.5 dB!

aThe collective throughput was the collective power efficiency for a group of the optical components for which individual power
throughput could not be measured in the backplane optical system.

bIf the amplitude mask were replaced with the CMOS–SEED chip with reflectivities of the modulator array at 30% for the transmission
state and 15% for the absorption state, respectively, the measured optical power throughputs at the detector array plane would be 0.13%
~228.8 dB! for the transmission state and 0.08% ~231.8 dB! for the absorption state.
the power of all the beams and the power of the signal
beams! to the power of the optical beams at the PAP.
The relatively large cross-talk loss might be caused
by the oversized optical beams at the PAP and the
inaccurate position between the OPS and the MR.
Other reasons could include dust on the surfaces of
the microlenses of the PMMA i and the MA i that scat-
tered the incident optical beams.

The polarization loss was unexpectedly high.
This might be due to the damage caused by the re-
peated insertion and removal of the fiber connector–
physical contact connector in the OPS during system
assembly. This damage changed the polarization
status of the optical beams at the PAP from circular
to elliptical. Other possible reasons include the AR
coatings on the optical elements in the OPS that
might have changed the polarization. As a result,
when the extinction ratio of the optical beam at the
fiber input was between 80:1 and 100:1, the ratio of
the optical power at the modulator array plane to the
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leaked power was measured to be between only 10:1
and 20:1.

The optical power reflected from the amplitude
mask and the optical power throughput of the mac-
rolens relay were close to the estimated values. The
stage-to-stage interconnects involving turning mir-
rors had an approximately 1.8% ~20.08-dB! addi-
tional loss. The power throughput for signal beams
to the microlens relay at stagei11 was measured to be
66% ~21.78 dB!, compared with the 79% ~21.03-dB!
estimated throughput. The 16% ~20.75-dB! addi-
tional power loss included approximately 6.9%
~20.31-dB! polarization loss and 9.6% ~20.44-dB!
misalignment loss, which was caused by the mis-
alignment at the surface of the pixelated mirrors at
PMMA i11 and the microlenses at MA i11. The
smaller polarization loss at stagei11 might be caused
by the fact that the purity of the polarization after the
PBS1QWP assembly at stagei was improved, since



the optical beams had passed through the
PBS1QWP assembly twice.

The overall optical relay system had a measured
total power throughput of approximately 220.2 dB
~0.96%! for the optical beams from the fiber input at
stagei to the modulator array plane at stagei and
225.5 dB ~0.29%! for the optical beams from the fiber
input at stagei to the detector array plane at stagei11.
These results show that the power throughput of the
optical system is in good agreement with the pre-
dicted lower bound of the theoretical values. If the
amplitude mask were replaced by the CMOS–SEED
chip, the power throughput at the detector array
plane would be adjusted to 228.8 dB ~0.13%! for the
transmission state and 231.8 dB ~0.08%! for the ab-
sorption state.

8. Conclusions

The design, analysis, implementation, and character-
ization of a hybrid optical interconnect for a four-
stage free-space optical backplane has been
presented. The scalable optical system, which fitted
into a 6U commercial VME electronic backplane
chassis, was simple and efficient and allowed for flex-
ible adjustment of the separation between stages.
The optical system design, including the optical pa-
rameters for the hybrid relay optical system, the im-
age mapping for a 2-D array of optical signal beams
from stage to stage, alignment tolerances of the hy-
brid relay system, polarization-loss analysis with a
Jones matrix, and the power budget, has been dis-
cussed. The implementation of the optical system,
including the characterization of optical components,
subsystem prealignment, and final system assembly,
has been presented.

The microlens relay design involved a trade-off be-
tween the interconnection distance and the align-
ment tolerances. The microlens relay system with a
maximum lens-to-waist configuration had the maxi-
mum interconnection distance; however, the relay
system had stringent alignment tolerances. For a
closed-loop multiple-stage interconnect system, the
rotational error between the 2-D optical beams is an
important issue. Various techniques, including in
situ interferometric lenses built into the MA’s, pairs
of tilt plates, and Risley beam steerers, were used to
adjust the alignment of the optical system. The
alignment of the overall optical system met the initial
design values. The correction of the mismatch of the
2-D array between stages was achieved with a rota-
tional error of less than 0.05° and a lateral offset of
less than 3.5 mm. The polarization status of the
input optical beams at the input surface ~the PAP!
has been found to be an important factor in deter-
mining the overall optical power throughput. The
measured optical system performance was in good
agreement with the lower bound of the theoretical
power throughput of 220.2 dB for the optical beams
from the input surface of the hybrid optical system to
the modulator array and 225.5 dB to the detector
array.
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